CIRE1, a novel transcriptionally active Ty1-copia retrotransposon from Citrus sinensis.
LTR retrotransposons (LTR-RTNs) are widespread constituents of eukaryote genomes, particularly plant genomes. Although LTR-RTNs from plants were thought to be transcriptionally silent in somatic tissues, evidences of activity under certain conditions are available for some of them. In order to investigate LTR-RTNs in the Citrus sinensis genome, we analysed them by PCR using degenerate primers corresponding to highly conserved domains. All elements of the two types of LTR-RTN comprise about 23% of the genome, the copia group contribution being higher (13%) than the gypsy one (10%). From dendogram analysis, we report seven new copia RTN families, named CIRE1 to CIRE7. Here, we report on the first complete retrotransposon identified in Citrus (named CIRE1), which has all the features of a typical copia RTN. CIRE1 retrotransposon has around 2,200 full-length copies, contributing to 2.9% of the C. sinensis genome. CIRE1 has a root-specific expression in sweet orange plants. We have also determined that wounding and exogenous application of plant hormones, as methyl jasmonate and auxin, increase the transcription level of CIRE1 in leaf tissues. In addition, we show that CIRE1 5'LTR promoter can drive transient expression of the gus reporter gene in heterologous plant systems. These findings confirm CIRE1 as one of the few transcriptionally active RTNs described in plants and to our knowledge the first one to be reported in Citrus species.